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01 .1. 001 01)

01 1 001 01

01 1 001 02

01 1 001 03

01 1 001 04

01 1 001 05

01 1 001 06

01 1 001 07

01 1 001 23

01 1 001 25

01 1 001 26

solve problev which involve convertin and
otherwise manipulating units of length and time
in the moflt common systems of-measurement.

name invariability as the more important
criterion for r:electing standards of measurement
than accessibility in cases where these criteria
arc incompatible.

define a fundamental quantity as used in physics
.

select, from a list of four physical quantities,
the one that is not a fundamental (is a derived)
quanti ty.

state the historical definition of the meter
based upon the circumference of the earth.

select, from a list of four statements, the one
that gives sharpness and narrowness as the
reasons the orange-red line of krypton. 86 was
chosen for the definition of the modern meter.

deduce the relationship between the nautical mile
and the meter (1 n.m. 1852 m), using the
historical definitions of both.

define the sidereal day and be able to state its
relationship to the mean solar day.

define a derived quantity as used in physics.

define the standard meter in terms of the wave-,
length of the orange-red line in the spectrum of
krypton 86.

use the fact that a circle consists of 60 x 360
----- 21600 minutes, of arc.



2 .

01 1 002 00 answer fundamental verbal questions
frames of reference.

relating to

01 1 002 01 select, from a list of four staints, the one
that givel.f. both Sime and position as re1ative
quaaities; i.e., they have no absolute frame of
reference.



01 1 003 00 select, and carry from data to answer, the correct
number of significant digits in all types of
arithmetic operations.

A 01 1. 003 0] select, from a list of numbers, the ones that have
the same number of significant figures.

01 1 003 02 give the number of sqgnificant figures that must
be retained in a sum of many numbers, each with a.
different number of significant figures.--

01 1 003 03 select the correct way that the area of a rectangle
(product of two numbers) must be written, in order
to have the right number of significant figures.

01 1 003.04 select the correct Way that the volume of a sphere
(product of three variable numbers) must be
written, in order to have the right number of
significant figures.

* * *

01 1 003 24 recognize that constant factors (for example the
factor 4/3 in the expression for the volume of a
sphere) have unlimited numbers of significant
figures, and that constants like w are known to a
very high degree of accuracy.



01 1 004 00

01 1 004 01

01 1 004 02

01 a 004 03

01 1 004 04

01 1 004 05

01 I 004 22

01 1 004 81

01 1 004 82

01 1 004 83

01 1 004 84

manipulate vectors, and recognize that .physical
quantities which must be specified by a magnitude
and a direction are vector quantities.

compute the abt product of two vectors.

compute the cross (vector) product of two vectors.

recognize that displacement is a vector.quantity
and must be treated as such.

recognize that the area of a parallu', gram is
equal to the magnitude of the cross product of its
two adjacent sides taken as vectors.

determine the triplie product, Y B)C, of three
co-planar vectors A, l and C.

* * *

recognize that the cross'product is a vector, and
find the direction of this vector.-

* * *

distinguish between scalar and vector quantities
by selecting the scalars (or vectors) from a list
of physical quantities.

add and subtract vectors..

identify the mathematical laws (commutative,
distributive, associative) which are obeyed by the
various vector operations (addition, dot product,
cross product).

recognize that the cross product of a vector and
a' scalar is meaningless.

4



01 2 005 00 define and use the terms needed in the study of
kinematics.

01 2 005 01

01 2 005 02

01 2 005 03

01 2 005 04

distinguish between the terms "kinematics" and
"dynamics" in any verbal problem.

define a particle as a body having mass but zero
extenion Ill space.

deiinc translational. motion as motion of a body
in which all its particles move along parallel
lines, and apply this definition in selecting from
a list of graphs that gra01 which represents a
translation.

recognize that translational motion need not be
linear.

5



6

01 2 006 00 solve problems involvinr, rectilinear motion with
constant acceleration.

01 2 006 01

01 2 006 02

calculate the average velocity for constant acceler-
ation as the ratio of the vector displacem,!nt to
the time elapsed during which the displacement is
traversed.

compute the velocity of a particle at a given
given the. displacement of the particle as a function
of time.

01 2 006 03 recognize that the acceleration of a body is not
zero whenever its (vector) velocity changes, even
though the magnitude of the velocity (speed) may
remain the same.

01 2 006 04 compute the average acceleration, given the initial
and final velocities (magnitudes and directions)
and the time during which the velocity change takes
place from

.4- -4-

a = nv /At = (vf - vi) /At:.

01 2 006 05 convert acceleration from one system of units to
another.

* * *

01 2 006 21 recognize that velocity is a vector quantity.

01 2 006 22

. 01 2 006 23

01 2 006 31

define velocity as the time rate of change of
poSition = di /dt).

define acceleration as thetime rate of change of
velocity (a . c1-47dt).

use the relationships among the various n of
time (hours, minutes, seconds, etc.) to convert
from one unit to the other.

01 2'006 33 recognize that the acceleration is a vector quantity.

01 2 006 41 use the relationships among various units of length
(meter, cm, foot, inch, mile, etc..).to convert from
one unit to the other.

01 2 006 51 convert velocity (or speed) from one system of
units to another. (Some common units used in this
course: mph, It/s, m/s, cm/s, km/h, knot, etc.)



01 2 007 00

7

interpret graphs having time as abscissa and posi-
tion, velocity, or acceleration as ordinate, and
solve problems involving these quantities using
the information supplied by the graphs.

01 2 007 01 solve for the average velocity in the x-direction,
given an x versus t curve; from

Ax X(t2) X(t1)v =
x At t2 - t

01 2 007 02 find point on a v versus t curve at which the
acceleration is the same.

01 2 007 03 select from .among given graphs the ones that
represent variable acceleration.

* * *

01 2 007 22 recognize that the slope at any point of a v versus
t curve gives the instantaneous acceleration at
that point.

01 2 007 23 recognize that the acceleration is the second
derivative of the position with respect to time,
i.e.,

-* - dv dera =
dt dt2



01 2 008 00

01 2 008 01

01 2 008 21

determine whether given equations arc plausible by
using dimensional analysis.

use dimensional a7.alysis to select the only correct
equation giving the position of a body as a function
of tine when the body is subjected to air resistan-_e,
from a list of four equations.

recognize that tho argument of a special function
(exponential, logarithmic, trigonmetric, etc.) must
be a dimensionless quantity.

8



9

01 2 009 00 solve problems dueling with the free fall of
bodies (one-dimensional motion) near 'the surface
of the earth by using one of the following
equations

vy = voy + at = von, gt

y-= yo + voyt - (1/2)gt2

Vy 2
= Voy2

2g (y yo)

y =y +vt=y + (1/2) (v +v )t0 y o oy y
01 2 009 01 use (1) to determine any of the quantities

involved.

01 2 009 02 use equation (2) to determine any of the quantities
involved in it.

01 2 009 03 use equation (3) to determine any of the
quantities involved in it.'

01 2 009 04 use equation (4) to determine any of the
quantities involved in it.

01 2 009 05 use (2) to determine g, when the only given data
are in a list giving the distance of fall of a
body and the corresponding time at which this
distance was measured.



01 2 010 00

01 2 010 01

solve problems dealing with the concept of
relative motion by using the general relative
velocity equation,

vac vab t vbc (5)

or equations derived from it. (Here vab is read:
the velocity of body a with respect to body b.)

use the above equation to solve for vac' given
v
ab

and v
bc

10



01 2 011 00

01 2 011 01

01 2 011 02

01 2 011 03

4 4 . 4
use the del-In:it:ion v and a (v = dr /dt:, a = dv /dtr > 2

= d-r/dt), to nolvo problems involving
differentiation or integration.

compute the acceleration of a particle at a given
time given the dependence of the particle's
position on time.

find the time it takes a car to stop, given the
initial speed of the car and the time dependence
of the mal,nitude of the deceleration; i.e.,
integrate the equation

dv = a(t) dt

find the distance that the car above travels
before coming to a stop, by integrating the
equation

dx = v(t) dt ,

and using the time found.

11



01 3 03.2 00 analyze tip,. I -jonal trajectory of a body
projected from any height, at. any angle with the
horizontal, using the two-dimensional (vector)
equations

01 3 012 01

01 3 012 03

01 3 012 04

01 3 012 05

01 3 012 06

01 3 012 07

*01 3 012 02

01 3 012 21

.1- -> -->

v = vo + at ,

--> > -÷ 1
a- t 2r = ro + vot + --

2 $

v2
0
2 27.0(-

0) and (8)

4 4
r =

1
(v + vo) t ,

(9)

with ax = 0, ay = -g = constant.

compute the highest altitude that a body
projected from ground level attains, given the
initial velocity.

compute the time it takes a projectile to attain
its highest altitude.

recognize that the horizontal velocity of a
projectile remains constant, and use this to
determine the horizontal position at any time.

show that when a body, projected at an .angle
above the horizontal returns to its initial
position its vertical velocity is equal in
magnitude and opposite 'in direction to its
initial velocity.

determine the horizontal range of projectile.

calculate the maximum* range of a cannon.

compute the angle of projection, given the range
and initial speed.

* * *

analyze the position, velocity and acceleration
vectors into their andy-components; i.e.,

r = xi yj

A
0 vxi + v j

Y
A A

a llaxi+Vj

12



01 3 03,2 27 recognize that a horizontH :.!nge, less than the
maximum one, can be attu;. i. t.h bm angles of
projection. .

01 3 012 31 recognize the independence of the vertical and
horizontal motion of a projectile.

'01 3 012 41 recognize that when the projectile reaches its
highest altitude, the vertical component of its
velocity is momentarily zero.

12 Cont.



.13

02 1. 013 00 adply Ne,,Lon's first Jaw of motion.

02. l 013 01'

02 L 013 02

recogni3O that cvely body pcsorsist!.: in its state
of oui clot ion in a straiht liue unless it
is ' cliang,.! that state by forces

.11..

calcuJaLc the speed of a particle after an
interval of time in the absence of net exterior
force.

. 02 1 013 03 recall that forces are vectbr quantities.

02 1 01.3 04 recognize that a particle moving at cons twit
velocity hula zero net force acting upon it

02 1.013 05 draw all the forces acting on a block in motion.

02'1 013 06 isolate forces on a free-body diagram.

02 1 013 07 recognize that the normal force is not always
equal to the wcight.

02 1 013 OS

02 1 01.3 09

02 1 013.10

demonstrate than.. :ewton's first law Is, indepen-
dent of the refnce. frame.

(calculate each f.-ce acting on a particle when
the .net force is 'zero

recognize that: mass is an intrinsic property of
natter that: determines its resistance to a chnnge
in motion.

02 1 013 11 choose the pound, the foot,' and the second to be
.fundamental unitS.

02 1 013 12 demonstrate that a massless string transmits a
erce unchanged.

02 1 013 23

02 1 013 26

02 1 013 27

. 02 1 013 2.8

recognize the meaning of secular and Vector
quantities.

realize that all forces acting on a body are
drawn through the center of mass.

rotate vectors into their'x- and y-compqnents.

demonstrate that two moving objects stuck
together have zero relative velocity.

02 1.013 29 solve.simultancous equations.



02 1 014 00

02 1 014 01'

02 1

02 2 014 03

02 2 014 04

02 2 014 05

02 2 014 (36

02 2 0 07

02 2 014 03

02 2 014 09

02 2 014 10

02 2 01?1 11

02 2 Olz. 12

02. 2 1)14 13

02 2 014 14

02 1 014 21

apply Newton's !.:econd 1:-1,.1 of li.:.)Lion.

' s 5econd law in Co onCui I_ form in
sions.

: L that the accel-ration of a mw;s is
divectly proportional to the net force acting
upon it

dc:314 a free- body diagram to isolate individual
parts of an accelerating system.

choose the correct free-body diagram for a moving
block :7_:t.ed upon by a string.

deonstyate the use of it sign convuntion for the
directiA of vectors.

use friction force in a free-d7 diagram of a
moving hndy

use fricti force, tension ight :111 a free--
body diagraTd Ito determine the 'f..,ration of a
body.

recognize that the normal force .Tcads upon the
yotion of a body.

determine the tension in the stning of an Atwood's
machine at rest.

determine the tension in the siring of an Atwood's
machine in motion.

solve a proBlem with two pulls and a massless
string.

solve a problem involving multiple pulleys and a
massless string.

determine the force required to accelerate an
object given initial and final velocities and
distance travelled .

deterMine displacement if given the foree as a
function of Lime.

demonstrate how to resolve vectors.

1.4



02 2 :5 rocoul zo. that a i 1.cy
thc di. roeLlon of a fo .

02 2 GI; 2:9 ALv70o...1 !!!acitim?

1.4 .C.0:1
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1.6

02 J. 0.1.6 00 ap21y Newton's third of motion.

02 1 016 01' state Newton's thLrd law of II:otion.

02 1 0.1.6 03 rocoDiize that at. least bodies are always
involved foi a force to exist.

02 1 016 04 recogal%e that, Iken tto bodies exert: forces on
each other, either of (lie two forces may be
considered the force .



02 2 017 00

02 2 01.7 01

02 2 01/ 02

02 2 "017 03

02 2 017 04

02 2 017 05

02 2 c.017 06

02 2 1017.07

02 2 017 03

uso the cofficiest of friction to soivo problem
of ic:otion,

r.,.1; the co,' .1..i.c.i.onts of iii et ion arc

empirical.

reco3nixo that: kinetic friction is proportional
to the noumal ..;"orce.

recognizo that: Mnotic friction is independent of
the area of surface contact.

recall that the force of friction always acts in
a direction opjosite to the direction of motion.

realize that: th,:s. coefficient of kinetic friction
:Ls less than tlia coefficient: of static friction.

calcul;;!e Llie coefficient of static. friction
experintally.

show that the force of static friction can be
used to suTend a block from a verticl.e wall.

realize th;A: the force of friction can be the
force used to accelerate a block.



02 3 018 00

02 3 013 01

02 3 013 02

02 3 01J 3 03

02 3 0.L8 04

02 3 013 05

02 3 018 06

02 3 018 08

02 3 018 09

023 0.1.8 10

02 3 018 11.

02 3 018 12

02 3 018 27

describe the kinfm:ILIc pa:..t.(,:rs of a p[irticie
in circular motion.

a pa[Ticie MOV(18 lin a

circu"Lr coo.!>Lw-,

acce1oriitine, duo to the ch.inge in direction of
the ve1.oCiLy4.

define uniform circular mtion

recovize thnt the rcdial acceli?ration is equal
to v/Ir, wheTe v is the magnitude of the
tangent:Lai wiocity.

define.centripeCnt.

rcalixe that: velocity can change by it ch,ange in
direction alone.

determine an e-,:pression for the distance traveled
by a particle undergoing uniform circular motion.

calculate the radial acceleration from a = v2/r.

calculate the number of revolutions per minute
given the tangential velocity of a-wheel..

determine the relative velocity of the rim of a
wheel with respect to the center of the wheel.

recognize that the tangential velocity of a wheel
varies linearly with the radius.

determine the tiple required for an orbiting body
to make one revolution.

* * *

recall that ien two triangles are simiLar, the
ratios of the corresponding sides arc equal.



1 9

02 3 01.9 00 yly cont;ri.peL.al. Turco. p of e Hu1 at:
1:1 on

02 3 019 0.1 a.cciltrip,..!tal force min;t

applied.

02 3 019 02 recall that an orbiting zletellite has
force actingits weight.

02 3 019 03 recall that tho.centAipetal force can b(t
calculated from F = my Jr.

02 3 019 04 calculate centri.peLal force using F

02 3 019 05 Use Ne!eltoll's second law and the relation;;II_Tp for

Centripetal force.

02 3 019 06 combine circular motion and linear moticiftprohlems.



03 1 020 00

03 1 020 01

03 1 020 02

03 1 020 21

answer fundamental questions and solve problems
pertain hg to the work done by a constant force
(graphically and analytically).

solve one-diwnsional problems for the work done
by a constant'force acting on a particle.

.

identify the force-versus-displacement graph
which rep resents a constant force.

.

I
* * *

define the work done by a constant -force: (acting
on a particle) when the force and the particle
displacement are in the same direction (W = Fss).

20



Q3 1 021 00'

03 1 021 01

03 1. 021 02

03 1 021 03.

03 1 021 04

03 1 021 21

03 1 021 24

03 1 021 31

use the definition of work,
2

141
± s

2 i s
2

dW = I Fds coM3 ds F
a
d .. (1)

to solve problems pertaining to the work done by
a variable force.

compute the work done by a force whose component
along the direction of motion varies linearly
with the displaCement.

use the fact that the integral in (1) is equal
to the .area under the Fs versus s curve to
compute the work done by a varying force,
geometrically.

use (1) to determine the work done by any force
whose dependence on displacement is known
directly or indirectly.

compute the work done by a spring obeying Hooke's
law in moving a mass from one point to another.

*

use the fact that the integral in (1) is equal to
the area under the Fs versus s curve to compute
the work done by a varying force geometrically.

recognize that a spring obeys Hooke's law, if the
force applied by the spring when it is deformed
is proportional to the deformation (elongation or
compression).

recognize that in seheral work is defined by
equation (1) above.

21



03 1 022 00 define power and solve problems for the power
delivered by a mochanieal.system..

03 1. 022 01 derive the uess P P.v, for the install-
taneous power delivered by a force P applied on
a particle when the particle is moving with a
velocity v, and use it to solve problems.

03 1 022 21

03 1 022 31

03 1 022 41

* * *

define power as the time rate at which work is
being done (1' 'dW/dt).

recognize the units of power in the three stan-
dard systems as well as the horsepower dnd
convert from one unit to tho ether.

analyze the forces acting on a body on an incline
to their parallel and normal components.

22



3 1 023 00 nnwer fundaMntat queslionn relating to the
physical significanCe of the kinetic energy of a
body,

03 1 023 01 use the wolk-energy theorem to determine the
amount of work required to change the speed of a

particle to a given value.

03 1 023 02 use. the w6rk energy theorem to derive the
eq uation v 2 = V0 2.

-1' 2a.(r r0).

03 1 023 03 use the above equation to compute the speed of a
block after it has traveled a given distance along
an inclined plane.

03 .1. 023 04 use the Work energy theorem to show that a
projectile hits the ground with the same speed
with which it is projected (from ground level).

03 1 023 05 use the work energy theorem to determine the
kinetic energy of a projectile at its highest
altitude.

03 1 023 06 compute the kinetic energy of a moving body from
K (1/2)mv2, making sure to convert to all
.quantities involved to the appropriate units.

03 1 023 07 use the work-energy theorem Co compute the
average force acting on a bullet, given the
penetration inside a block of wood.

C

23



03 2 024 00

03 2 024 01

03 2 024 21

analye events involvily, conservative and non-
conservative (dissipative) forces.

give some examples of conservative forces; i.e.,
the elastic force of an ideal spring, the force
of gravity, etc.

/
define a force F as conservative if the work clone
by it on a parti.cle that moves through any closed
path Is zero;

Fds

24



03 2 025 00 answer fundam,.ntal questions and solve problems
re1aLing to the nature of mechanical potential
energy and t1). units used to measure it.

03 2 025 01 use the fact that when a conservative force is
app] beet + 1W = 0 to show that W

03 2 025 02

03 2 025 03

03 2 025 21

combine the work-energy theorem, W = AK, with the
conservative relationship AK + AU = 0 to derive
the relationship

(1/2)mv02 + U(x0) = (-1/2)mv2 + U(x) .

recognize that the.values of potential and kinetic
energies of a system depend on the frame of refer-
ence relative to which the position and velocities
involved are being measured.

* * *

recognize, using the concept of conservative
forces, that any change in the kinetic energy of
a body, AK, must be accompanied by a change in

.

its potential energy, AU, such that AK = -AU or
AK + AU = 0 .

25
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03 2 026 C

03 2 026 CY

03 2 026 02

the definition F r-= -VU (or U = -1F.dr) to
mine the force when the potential is given,
en versa.

any Cartesian component of the force as
.tuction of x, y and z 111 (x, y, z)3, given

1! (r) , given U(r).

03 2 026 03 .grate the expression for the force to find an
ression for the potential energy.

03 2 026 04 'ignize that potential energy is.a relative
,atity;. its value at a point in space depends
u the choice of the point at which the potential

is taken to be zero.

*

03 2 026 2i the partial derivative of a function of more.'
n one variable.



C use 0.. c.

energy to
where
applichle.

problei.

.:Aion of mt?chanic;,T

ilc;!1

7.0 is

find Cho ILICH-st point reached L, !Jody pLo
jected verLilly upward.

D2 solve prol)1=3 involving motion ,1 fri ctionless
non-horizon. surfaces.

solve prohL:m involving the noti a simple
pendulum.

2 04 solve problems involving mass-sprilv, systems.

"' 2 )2"; )5 solve problems involving motion on surfaces with
friction by recognizing the fact that the total
mechanical energy is no longer constnnt but is
reduced by an a7-ount equal to the work done
against frict.ic

d3 2 '17;27 6 solve problems involving motion in a path which
includes a circular loop.

03ZC0.17 --21 .

.03 2 027 24

recognize. that the gravitational potential energy
of a body, when the surface of the earth taken as
the zero potential level, is given by U = mgh
(where h is the altitude of the body).

use the fact that for a spring F = -k(x x.0)
along with the definition U = -4Fxdx to derive
the expression for the elastic potential energy
of a spring, U = ,(1/2)k(x xj2,

21



28

03 3 02't:

03 3 028 DI

.03 3 028 D2

03 3 '028 03

LI. ques Lions :2 the conc. :21)t
c of mass, ;±nd loente c.;_nfi.-2.1: of ma:.

bodies.

:10 ize t: !at :L.:A.2 center of ); of a 'body :1_117.70:*
gr s(.117; : 1,1:;:ry at.: a parti( of equal misf...

:t to external ,:es would
Lled the r t cxtc.2rnal for in8 on the
s ong .a line :assing through e
of mass .

'y that the c rer of 7.7=- of a body
fixed ro:ti to the 5ody but not
sarily witain mnter'lai of the bod',-

..size that the c .:ter of PI:.a ss of a sy s of
");articles lies a:I:wag the joining t : two
j cl.es and its, pos..f tion is -tile mass-weied

T,011 cf the positions of the two particles.

03 3 028 04 u r-Trzine the coordinntes of the .center cf ,s

a system of particles.

03 3 028 05 tvcagaize that the position of the, center of mass
at a system of particles does not change if a
iwpr:a:cle is ajiled to the system at the location
of -21...te center of mass.

03 3 028 06 4Liluce that the position of the center of mass of
aE :ustein of particles does not change if the

of the paiticIes are changed proportimately.

03 3 028 07 iicduivx.. that the position of 114e center of mass of
a System of particles does nat.. change if the
shin t;- of the p'articles .fram. their center of
mess zne changed proportionately.

03 3 028 08 crrietr'7miale the center of mass of. a symmetrical two
dEpumasional body bylTecognizing that the center
4 twes of a bamogelons symmatrical body lies at
icsiz geometric center,

03 3 028 09 sele(ct the most convenient Ter ant of area for
.deterndning the center ofimz,:13s of a body by
kraimrations (dm- *W...

03.3 028 10 use inttegrations trt -zilte center of mas3s:
of a lummmgeneams



29

in 3 029 00

03 3 029 01

03 3 029 02

03 3 029 03

describe the concepts of and
relating to the motion of the k T.7.nss.

determine the acceleration of th- of mass
of a system of two particles 1,:; given
forces.

recognize from Newton's third h-J: :,'LLerami
forces cancel out in pairs and:E;:, Lr
removal does not affect the EOL__;. : center
of mass.

define the center-of-mass refere: floe, and
a compute the kinetic energy of a of

particles relative to their cente77 r.iss frame.



wi 1 030. 6o . ir.ivo]v 71,

cons . !.

I 030 01

04 1 030 02

.04 1 030 03

04 1 030 04

04 1 030 05

04 1 030 06

04 1 030 07

04 1 no 08

04 1 030 21

04 1 '030 25

04 1 030 27

calcu7- of zl

and -V, Jcity gTven.

find cc ii total a

th given

deterr, ,ellrection of the tot.i._ 1.,ntum
of a sy::AeL of masses with given v 'MEL:Ales
(or nor:Lilt-a).

find the vu_locity of the cen.Ler uf uf a
system of mIasses ziven the total of
the system.

use Newton':.--; second law of moti . o determine
the force enarled on a body, gi1 rate
at which the hody's momentum is IffilzIng.

use.Newton's second law of motiomax, 0.2.termine
the acceleration of a body, givt.,..n the rat:, at
which the body's momentum is chamiz.T.G-

determine the momentum of a body known mass,
given the body's kinetic energy.

mecognize that the forces invold fin the
situation above acre internal fot=es; hence,
the center of mass remains stiLionary.

*

define momentum as a vector qn-Lntity zonal to
the product a!f the mass and the velo011:t7 af a
body'a

expresR Newton's second law of mmtlam ie the
th

= m7t.

Where the Lt equation holds amly far constant
mass.

use the defimation of momentum JantL, ittnetic
energy to dertue the relation

K-,..--711f212m .



31

(rd. 00 nn:: ,t1C, ei--1,1 solve
to in Which

iv. f a : :rnificant

factuL

_ III131 03.. use C(7-7 7L1L1( Lo determincy the
speed ; of . s s just after a
man,. al:. known mass, di off the boat
with a horizontal cc,- of veloci ty

04 i (031 02 state the total mu: U7 of a system of
partici rehlins ce,nsL cif , the vector sum
of the c.7:1:.-erna.l. forces . on the system is
zero; an or) i varic2-tic: Df :Lis principle.

CaZ: 7 :0311 03 compute tE speed of a In'igh7 car with
certain Li 1 speed af a collects a
given amc,unt of rain. .

* * *

04 72 0)31 n relate aawton's third law Imotion to
conse1A-m5-lo.n of momentum.

04 3 g.31 31 3iffertia.te. between intei-tial and external
fora cf a system-



04 1 032 00 .;61 _nil-um vith

(04 1 03) 01 (!h(' ..T.,71fla a 11'11;t o on

ri-cl:cq ated 11!c. launching

z:TvL__:1 the Eni-:rol cquatic-,L for a rjeet.

04 1 (032 02 co:: , a pc -.!..-icu'ar rocket

to 'yen the rate
at ii,ch fuel is con..med.

0/ 1 032 03 ZetammLn5. the maximum upward sd,:ed of the
Tock" ableve, giiven the speed a:1 the exhaust

7re1:ative to the rocket.

0 1 032 04

014 J. 032 05

se1eo from a list of equ7..tinl: the om:-! that
lijil a "raindrop far1.1:11-,; through a misty.

iher`e

÷
;use tree .e.ouetion F = ti dm/dt for a. conveyor

belt carrying sand. at constant w2Iticity to
derive an expressim for the cost in movins a
total miss m,-given the mast por ernerEy.

D4 1 032 06 der ive an expression for the cost_ of myvinz
-mass of sail& n, if the conwcya7 "belt starts

Trom restuith all the sane gen it rather thnn
111 samd fan on it at the rape

04 I 037 22 recognZze that .a rocket acftrDevc:F, iJts maximulf_

(upward0 speed at the mommt- aE1 tr(Te fuel it
consumed.

04 .1 032 24 recognize 7.tilat the equation der-Avec: for a

rocket applies to other situationr Ln which
the mass is varying.

04 1. 032 25. recognize ".3-hat what are p aying Dzr is total
energy use and not the rite at vivith energy
is used up; i, , OW power.



04 1 033 03

04 1 033 01

04 1 033 02

04 1 033 03

04 1 033 04

04 1 033 05

04. 1 033 21

04 1 01,3 24

whier:A lnvcTfv it
forwes acting on bc-ijer; of con IL mdss.

use the impulse u..1 priacjp1c to flied
expression for the impu]se irl)arte:2 to a
particle of kno,.m m.p.ss if its initial an
final velocities are gi-ven.

np1y Neuton's law' of motion to shuu that
the impulse lmpart,A by a particle 1 to
particle 2 (iJn) ir equal in mIaL;nitude and
opposite in directaon to the impulse imparted
by particle 2 to particle 1

deterraine the e>.pr,:ssion for the morantum of
the center of maSs of two particles after each
particle is given an equal andl oppositt impulse
by the other partcle (internal forces'), if the
common initi431 velocity and the masses of the
particles are given-

usc the impuise-m;amamtum principiP to compute
the final moment= of a body of glNen initial
monetum, aft-,;-.1- a given impulse Els imparted to

the body-

select from a list of statememns thie one that
gives the rearm a hammer is :mare .affective
than a human thumb in driving,a, t .Luffib back
into a piece. off 14-,-.trd wood,

state the impulsemomentum principle.

recognize that imnuise is a.vector and must be
treated as surb.

33



0'. 2 034 00

04 034 01

04 2 034 02

04 2 034 03

04 2 034 04

u e analytical :-(Allo,:s to solvc prol±lcp

on the definition of impulse,

J12

2

rat.

find the nagnitude of the impulse irparted to
a block by a force which varies proportionately
with time and is exerted to the block for a
certain time period, T.

calculate the total time during which a given
average force is acting if it imparts a given
impulse to an object.

compute the work done to a body by an impulsive
force, given the magnitude of the impulse
imparted to the body by the impulse.

use the definition of impulse and the impulse
momentum principle to solve various problems
in kinematics.

34



-04 2 035 00 use uaphicl to E:olvo

on the definition of impulse

04.2 035 01

2

J 12 = F dt .

1

calculate the riacnitude of an impulse im2nrted
to an object by coput1ng tha area under the
force versus time curve.

35



04-9 036 CO ans:cr verbL1 cat:f7tieni". and anzqyze

dealing with tv:-body collision.

04 2 036 01

04 2 036 02

cm. 2 036 03

use Neton's third lau of motion to conclude
that in a collision between t1-o bodies the
mutual forces exerted by the bodies on each
other are equal in magnitude and opposite in
direction.

identify, from a given list of phenomena,
those that constitute collisions between
objects.

recognize that the net external force applied
to a system being zero, is a necessary and
sufficient condition for conservation of
momentum.



04 2 037 CC) anwer fundscntal questions sn:2 solve
problems pertaining to all one-dimensionsl
nonrelstivistic coliAsieas.

04 2 037 01 recognize that in inelastic rollisions kluetie
energy is not conserved; hence no "energy
equation" can be wrj.tten for such collisions.

04 2 037 02 relate the fact that in a collision between
two bodies Api = -a2 to Newton's third law
of motion.

04 2 037 03 recognize that conservation of kinetic energy
is what distinguishes an elastic collision
from an inelastic one.

04 2 037 04 write the "momentum equation" applicable to
any one-dimensional collision between two
bodies.

04 2 037 05 solve problems on one-dimensional collisions
which are neither perfectly elastic nor
perfectly inelastic.

04 2 037 06 solVe problems on one-dimensional collisions
which are perfectly elastic.

04 2 037 07 solve problems on one-dimensional collisions
which are perfectly (totally) inelastic.

04 2 037 27

* * *

define a perfectly inelastic collision as one
in which the two colliding particles stick
together after the collision.

37



0/: 3 038 00

04 3 038 0].

04 3 038 02

04 3 038 03

answer fondaynt:'1 chic' solve Kroh] ens

involvin two-dimensional collisions.

solve problems involving two-dimensional,
perfectly inelastic collisions.

solve problems involving two-dimensional,
perfectly elastic collisions.

solve problems involving two-dimensional
collisions which are neither perfectly elastic
nor perfectly inelastic.

38
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05 1 039 00 answer fundamental questions relating to early
attempts to understand the 'solar system.

05 1 039 01 recognize that Kepler formulated his laws of
planetary motion based on observational data
compiled by Tycho Brahe.

05 1 039 02 select from a list of verbal statements the
one that best represents Kepler's first law
of planetary motion.

05 1 039 03 use Kepler's third.law of planetary motion to
determine the relationship between one Pluto
year and one earth year, given the mean radii
of the two planets' orbits about the sun.

05 1 039 22 state each.of Kepler's three laws of planetary
motion.



.

05 1 040 00

05 1 040 01

05 1 040 02

05 1 040 03

05 1 040 04

05 1 040 21

05 1 040 31

analyze verbal and mathematical statements
relating to Newton's law of universal
gravitation.

recognize that Newton's law of universal
gravitation does not answer the question:
"Why do bodies attract each other?"

recognize that the universal gravitational
constant, G,. must be determined experimentally;
it cannot be computed from theory.

recognize that Newton's law of universal
gravitation does not imply that the force of
gravitational attraction between two bodies is
independent of the shape of the bodies; in
fact Newton formulated his law in terms of
point particles.

recognize that the constant of universal
gravitation, G, is just that a universal
constant; its value is the same everywhere in
the universe.

*

recognize that a major accomplishment of
Newton's law of universal gravitation was
the derivation of Kepler's (empirical) laws
of planetary motion.

recognize that a second major accomplishment
of Newton's law was the synthesis of terrestrial
and celestial mechanics into a single theory.

40



05 1 041 00

05 1 041 01

05 1 041 02

05 1 041 03

Y5 1 041 04

05 1 041 21

solve problems based on Newton's law of
universal gravitation.

compute the radius of Phobos' (Mars' satellite)
orbit about Mars, given VII.0 value of on Mars,
Mars' radius and the period of Phobos.

calculate the mass of Mars from various data
on Mars and its satellite Phobos.

calculate the gravitational force exerted of
the electron revolving about the proton in the
Bohr picture of the hydrogen atom.

calculate the value of a on the surface of the
moon, given the moon's radius and mass.

derive the relationship a cc 1/r2, for the
acceleration of a body resulting from the
gravitational force, using Newton's law of
universal gravitation and his second law of
motion.

4 1
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05 1 042 00 answer fundamental questions and solve problems
related to the variation of the value of g.

05 1 042 01 recognize that the period of a simple pendulum,
measured with a spring chronometer, depends on
the point of the "universe" at which the
period is measured,:

05 1 .042. 02 state that the vaitue of g decreases as the
dice from. the center of the earth increases.

05 L.TOWE_TO cmmTmre the weight of a body of known mass at
aln altitude above the surface of the
ems..

05 IL= 04

05 1 ZkE

05 1 0 i6

compute the liTTference in the weight of a mass
of known mass between a po int on the equator
ancLaLpoint on either pole of the (assumed
spherical) earth.

compute the difference in the weight of a mass
of known mass between a point -on the equator
and a point on the surface of the earth of
given latitude.

recognize that a lever balance measures the
,mn,cs of an object; hence, the "weight" of a
man would be the same at a point on the equator
and a point on either pole if the "weighing"
is done with a lever balance.

* * *

05 1 042 22 derive an expression of the period of a simple
pendulum and show ghat'it depends on the value
of g at the point the pendulum is located.

05 1 042 24 recognize that part of the difference in the
value of g between the equator and the poles
is due to the earth's rotation about its axis.

05 1 042 31 derive an expression for the period of
oscillations of a mass-spring system and show
that it is independent on the value of g.



05 1 043 00

05 1 043 01

05 1 043 02

05 1 043 03

answer fundamental questvi. relating to the
concepts of inertial amil:zravitational mass.

select from a list of emmamms involving the
mass of the bodies invaU=-4a_tacse equations in
which m stands for gravizol mass.,

derive an expression thatwmaidizdve Aon the
surface of the earth If fue ational and
the inertial masses were E:f5g=revat.

name various experiments or _J tibat can be
used to demonstrate thar- ,sourom I mass
is conceptually differemt7dialrAmmactial mass.

43-



05 1 044 00

05 1 044 01

05 1 044 02

05 1 044 03

05. 1 044 21

05 1 044 22

05 1 044 23

05 1 044 32

answer fundamental questicas and solve
problems pertaining to tl application of
Newton's law of universal ;gravitation to
spherically symmetric bodices.

recognize that Newton's law of universal
gravitation, although introdtmced for point
particles, also applies far spherical bodies
wdth spherical symmetry.

calculate tiNP gravitational]. farc ls. an a
particle inside a uniikomnspherif-7,1 shell,
when a ,eip.r-nrd particle is Uocated. outside the

shell .

calculate the gravitptional force on a
particle outside a uniform spherical shell,
when a. second particle is located inside the
shell..

* * *

recognize that the density of a spherically
symmetric body is not necessarily uniform but
it is a function of the distance, r, nrom a
point in the body (the center).

recognize that the gravitational force a

body inside a uniform spherical shell, :due to
the shell itself, is zero.

calculate the force exerted by a uniform
spherical shell on a particle located outside
the shell by considering all the mass of the
shell as concentrated at its center.

recognize that a spherical shell separating
two particles cannot act as a shield tc the
mutual gravitational force experienced by
these particles.
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05 2 045 00

05 2. 045 01

05 Z 045 02

05 2 04 5 03

05 2 045 04

05 2 045 05

answer fundamental questics and solve
problems based on the motinn of planets and
satellites.

locate the center of mass 0± the earth-moon
system.

calculate the altitude of zi earth's satellite
in circular orbit, if the -,..atellite is to

remain directly above a certain point of the
earth's equator.

derive the relations K = -U/2, E = U/2 for a
satellite in circular orbit about the earth.

calculate the final altitude of a satellite
around the earth if it does certain amount of
work against air resistance, given its initial
altitude (carrular orbit).

fired the speed of a satellite given the radius
of its orbit about the earth.

45.



052 046 00

05 2 046 01

05 2 046 02

05 2 046 03

05 2 046 04

05 2 046 05

05 2 046 21

05 2 046 22

05 2 046 23

answer fundamental quest .ons and solve
problems based on the coeept of the
gravitational field (strength),

compute the magnitude of the gravitational
field (strength) on the surface. of Saturn.

compute the apparent weight of a known mass on
the surface of Saturn.

locate the point. between the earth and the moon
at which the gravitational field of the earth-
moon system is zero.

derive an expression for the magnitude of the
gravitational field produced by a uniform
spherical shell as a function of the distance
of the field point from the center of the
shell.

derive an expression for the magnitoaP of. the
gravitational field strength pmoduced-by a
uniform .sphere as a function_ _of the dis.tance
of the field point from the center of the
sphere.

define the gravitational field strength; i.e.,

My = -G i r .

r

define apparent weight-as

Wa mg m(Y ac)

where ac is the component of the centripetal
acceleration along the radius vector.

recognize that the gravitational field
(strength) is a vector quantity.

46.



05 2 047 00

05 2 047 01

05 2 047 02

05 2 047 03

05 2 047 04

05 2 047 05

answer fundamental
questions and solve problemsbased on the concept of ,o-avitational potential.

relate gravitational potential to gravitationalfield.

derive an expression for the magnitude of thegravitational potential produced by a uniform
spherical Mien as a function of the distanceof the field paint from the center of the shell.

derive an expression for the magnitude of thegravitational potential produced by a uniformsphere as a function of the distance of thefield point from the cemter of the sphere.

calculate the
gravitatiama.pmtential at thatpoint between. the earth amid' the moon at whichthe gravitational field is -zero.

state that the fact that at the point
mentioned abume '' = 0 whereas V 0 0 (or U 0)does not contradict the idea of choosing thereference point for V = U = 0 where y = F = 0.

47
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05 2 043 00

05 2 048 01

05 2 048 02

05 2 048 03

05 2 048 04

05 2 048 05

05 2 048 06

05 2 048 07

05 2 048 08

05 2 043 09

answer fundamental questions and solve
problems related with the concept of
gravitational potential energy.

state that the potential energy of a mass m
placed a distance r from the center of the
earth is equal to the negative of the work done
by the gravitational force in bringing the
point from a point at infinity to the point in
question.

state that the choice of the earth's surface
as the zero gravitational potential reference
is good only for terrestrial mechanic, where
the contributions of other celestial bodies can
be neglected.

state that the expression U = mgy, for the
potential energy of a mass m at an altitude y,
is good only near the surface of the earth
with the earth's surface taken as the zero
potential energy reference.

give as a judicious choice for the point at
which the potential energy of a system (not
necessarily gravitational) is zero the point
at which the force on the system is also zero.

use conservation of-nrechallical energy to
compute the speeds of two spheres when they
collide if the spheres have started from rest
on a frictionless table, given their initial
separation.

use conservation of medhanical energy to find
to what separation the two spheres above
rebound if a given part of their energy is
lost during their collision.

use conservation of energy to solve problems
dealing with escape velocity (speed).

find-the maximum altitude that a body attains,
given the upward speed with which the body
leaves the earth's surface.

compute the work done against gravity in
assembling a number of particles starting
with the particles at infinity, and recognize
that this work is equal to the total potential
energy of the assembly.
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06 1 049 00

06 1 049 01

06 1 049 02

06 1 049 03

06 1 049 04

06 1 049.05

06 1 049 06

06 1 049 07

apply Coulomb's law.

define charge as the origin of electrical
force.

recognize that the electron contains the most
elementary unit of charge.

define quantization as a fixed amount of a
physical property.

recognize that resinous charge is synonymous
with negative charge.

recall that the constant in Coulomb's law
(1/47TE0) is 9 x 109 N- m2 /C2.

recall that the most elementary quantity of
charge is 1.6 x 10-19 coulombs.

recall that although Coulomb's law holds only
for point charges it can be extended to larger
objects by considering differential elements
of charge.
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06 1 050 00

06 1 050 01

06 1 050 02

06 1 050 03

demonstrate the nature of charges produced by
rubbing insulators.

define an ideal insulator as a material in
which charges are fixed at all times.

recognize that positive and negative charges
stem from triboelectrifying glass and rubber
rods.

recall that positive charge is produced by
rubbing an insulated glass rod with a silk
cloth.

50
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06 1 051 00 recall the fact the quantity of charge in a
closed system does not change.

06 1 051 01 define a coulomb of charge as the amount of
charge that flows through a given cross
section of wire in one second if there is a
steady current of one ampere in the wire.



06 1 052 00

06 1 052 01

06 1 052 02

06 1 052 03

use the concept of electric field to calculate
force on charges located in the field.

recall that Newton's second law for a chirged
particle in an electric field is

qE = ma .

recall that the force on a charge in an
electric field is

-4- -4.

F = qE .

recognize that charged particles do not
influence each other directly and that the
electric-field is a go-between.
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06 1 053 00

06 1 053 01

06 1 053 02

06 1 053 03

06 1 053 04

06 1 053 05

calculate the electric field for any
distribution of charge.

define electric field strength as the force per
unit charge acting on a charge placed in the
field.

recognize that the direction of the electric
field is chosen to be the direction in which
a positive charge would tend to move if
placed in the field.

recognize that electric field is a vector and
must be added or subtracted as a vector.

recall that the electric field has a unique
value at every point in space surrounding a
charge particle.

recall the value of the electric field near
an infinitely large plane that is uniformily
charged.
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06 1 054 00

06 1 054 01

06 1 054 02

06 1 054 03

use an electroscope to determine qualitative
and quantitative aspects of charge.

recognize that two positive charges repel
each other.

recognize that two negative charges repel each
other.

recall that unlike charges attract.
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06 1 055 00

06 1 055 01

06 1 055 02

06 1 055 03

06 1 055 04

draw the electric lines of force due to
symmetric charge distributions.

recall that lines of force are directed -

away from an isolated positive charge.

recognize that the density of the lines of
force is directly proportional to the electric
field strength.

recall that lines of force are directed
toward an isolated negative charge.

recognize that the tangent to a line of force
at any point gives the direction of E at that
point.
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1 0: 6 00

07 3 01)6 01

(1.71)01c

Lifi olectric

tho direc:ion
vc,ctr 111 ii0;;1I Ve t0

the positive charL;c, icr

07 1 056 02 recozniz.e that the not forco actin', on
dipolo in nn electric ficici is zero.

07 1 056 03

07 1 056 04

rcco3nize that an electric dipole consist:
of tuo chzares of oppoite siLn Lopratocl
by a fixed disi-.ance.

recall that the direction of the dipole
moment is from the minus charge to the plus
charge.



0/ .1 057 00 apply tho of torrim!
of a force actini.-, at a distz,-oco

center of of a i-;ystem.

>itntion-
from tho

07 1 057 01 define the tor'.lue vector by

->- ->-

T y F .

07 1 057 02 reconizo tho spatial sib'nificanco of the
force, dif,placcmant and torque vectors.

V



07 1 058 00

07 l 03;:!, 01

07 1 058 02

07 1 050 03

07 1 058 04

07 1 05

07. 1 058 06

07 1 058 07

07 1 058 OS

07 1 058 09

c;i1culnIx tt2,:cluy. actinL, e:1

in Zill

recrill 11,c- p:.HAlon cr tl djpC.IC
electric field d:!Leri,:!hc., the terqu,

recall. that the net torciue on a dipole s :,!ero

if the dipole axis is alif:ned with the field.

recall that the magnituee of the torque
dipole is given by

I = 2 qha sine .

recall that the magnitude of the torque in
terr,:,s of the dipole moment is

T = E p sine .

define a dipole moment by the expression
p = 2qa where q is the electric charge and a
is the distance between charges.

define the torque on a dipole by

T = p x E.

calculate the dipole moment from its charge
and separation distance.

define the torque on a dipole as the derivative
of the work with respect to the angular
displacement,

ch?=
de

recall that for distant points along the
dipole axis, the electric field varies as
the inverse of the distance cubed.



07 J 059 00

07 ] 059 01

07 1 059 02

07 1 059 03

c,Jlat.: IL- en::y olectric
dipole i-,-, an cl,-.cL:cic

I ti; uer:; on Cr by ,7r.. clectr]c
field cou poitivc or neeutive.

iecal] tii Li e:-:pression fo. work dou:?
by a torq...ie L,:ting through an anulr.lr
displaccut is

clW = dO .

c1 1 that the mxir,,ur potential energy
orienti-Ition of a dipole occurs wbcn the dipole
uomc.nL is 180 depees to the electric field.

07 1 059 04 write the e::pression for the potential
energy of a d]polc: as

U = .



07 2 Or,O 0U culate the electric f:uld ;It a peir,t

superpositiol, of oloctrie
charp.c

07 2 060 01 rcczill that the elcctric field to a lurc:7.,

uniforaily chtrv.ed plate i GI2co.

07 2 00 02 recall that tl-:o electric field vectors en 6o
added at a point reardless of the shape of the
chare distributies cusiu4.-: the to fields.



07 2 061 V.

07 2 061 1L

tbe Erj..::ctory cf a particle
trallin;; 1L al: field.

determine (hc cs;-)Telen 1.7.1- the vertical
Oeflectio of a 6)nrec1 particle projected

horizontally aL riht angleF to a 1.7-:-11, Clec!trjc
fie10.

07 2 061. 02 rece:, 1--t a c t L electric fiel(l product-21;

consLant acceloraticn of charged particles.

07 2 061 03 recall that the velocity of a charf:cd particle
parallel. to two parallel plates will be
constant.



(2

07 2 U32 vc.111 to

bct'zz:,:n in a coll:;La:-.1. elecfrje

07 2 01 recni3 thaL electric force: .1:Tit: Cc71:_i'Y's",:tIVC.

07 2 062 02 the work done c a c3Inrez1 paitic3e
in i:1-2 electric field to its kinetic ener,7.

07 2 062 03 recall thrit wofh in zn clectric field is

W =fEqds.

07 2 062 04 recoil that the woT-k done afouild a closed path
in an electric field is zero.



07 2 003 00

07 2 063 01

07 2 063 02

ca:IcTatc r

particJe r-::1::1:; in: a

fie] d.

rec:.:11 th:A fr a paint ebarga L-.7,,:d in the

direction of the field of al:other peint charL,
the worh 'by an ol,tz,de agent is calcul:Itcd by

w = g1(12, dr

47cor'

recall that for a point charge beilv roved in the
opposite direction of the fieid near an infinitely
long, positively charged wire, the work done on
the charge is

J

W = - dr .

27cor



09 1 064 00

09 1 064 01

09 1 064 02

09 1 064 03

09 1 064 04

09 1 064 05

define electric flux through any surface.

recall that electric flux is a measure of
the lines of force that cut through an
arbitrarily specified, hypothetical surface.

define the vector direction of a surface as
the direction of a vector perpendicular to
a surface.

recall that electric flux ca he approximated
by

cl) = EEAs .

recognize the analogy between fluid flow and
flux.

recall that flux (symbol 0 is a property of
any vcctor field.
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09 1 065 00

09 1 065 01

09 1 065 02

09 1 065 03

09 1 065 04

09 1 065 05

.09 1 065 06

09 1 065 07

09 1 065 08

calculate the electric flux through any
surface.

calculate the electric flux through a surface
parallel or perpendicular to the electric
field.

calculate the electric flux through a surface
at an acute angle to the electric field.

calculate the electfic flux through a surface
part of which is parallel and part of which .
is perpendicular to the electric field.

calculate the electric flux through a half
cylindrical shell,

calculate the flux of fluid through a pipe.

calculate the flux through a hemispherical
shell whose flat surface is perpendicular to
the electric field.

calculate the flux through a hemispherical
shell whose flat surface is parallel to the
electric field.

recall that the magnitude and direction of
the field vector must be known at every point
on the surface in order to calculate the flux.

4.
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09 1 066 00

09 1 066 01

09 1 066 02

recognize that the electric flux through any
closed surface is zero in the absence of a
source within the closed surface. '

recall that flux is a scalar and may be added
algebraically.

define electric flux as positive when, for a
closed surface; the lines of force point
everywhere outward.
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09 2 067 00

09 2 067 01

09 2 067 02

09 i 067 03

apply Gauss's law.

recognize that a positive charge acts as a
source of flux and a negative charge acts as
a sink of electric flux.

recognize that a negative line of charge with
a closed cylindrical surface acts as a sink
of electrical flux,

09 2 067 04

09 2 067 05

09 2 067 06

09 2 067 07

09 2 067 08

09 2 067 09

recall that the net flux through a closed
surface can be found from

where 4 is the flux due to the positive
charges and (1)._ is the flux due to the negative
charges within'the closed surface.

recall that Gauss's law states that the
electric flux through any closed surface is
directly related to the algebraic sum of the
charges enclosed.

recall that a Gaussian surface is best defined
as any closed surface, whether or not there is
a charge present.

recognize that the general form of Gauss's law is

f =

recognize that the q term in Gauss's lel% indi-
cates the net charge enclosed by the Gaussian
surface.

recall that the electric flux through any closed
surface is independent of the location of charges
within the volume enclosed by the surface.

recall that for a charged, insulated conductor
in electrostatic equilibrium, the electric field
is zero everywhere inside the conductor.
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09 2 068 00

09 2 068 01

09 2 068 02

09 2 068 03

09 2 068 04

09 2 068 05

09 2 068 06

09 2 068 07

09 2 068 08

09 2.068 09

68

Demonstrate the use of Gauss's law to determine
the value of the electric field at a point.

recall that Gauss's law car 1..e used to determine
the value of the electric field at a point.

recognize that the most convenient Gaussian
surface to determine the electric field around
a point charge is a spherical surface.

recognize that the electric field outside of a

charged spherical conduCtor decreases as one
over the radius squared.

recall that for a spherical Gaussian surface
surrounding a point charge at its center, E is
constant everywhere on its surface.

recognize that the electric field outside of a
charged, spherical non-conductor decreases as one
over the radius squared.

use Gauss's law to demonstrate that the field
inside a uniformly charged non-conducting sphere
can be found by

E

3 Co

recognize that the electric field inside of a
charged spherical shell is zero.

describe tM Thompson atom as a sphere of radius
10-10 m with the positive charge distributEd
throughout: the atom.

describe the Rutherford atom as .a sphere of radius
10-15 m with the positive charge concentrated in
the nucleus.



09 2 069 00

09 2 069 01

09 4 069 02

09 2 069 03

09 2 069 04

09 2 069 05

09 2 069 06

09 2 069 07

. 69

use Gauss's law to determine the distribution of
charges in a conductor.

recognize that the charge from a previously charged
metal ball touched to the inside surface of a
conducting can will reside on the outside surface
of the can.

recognize that a pith ball introduced into a
charged conducting pail will have no electric forces
acting upon it.

define the symbol p (rho) as the charge per-unit
volume.

define a uniform, spherical charge distribution
as one in which the charge density p is independent
of the orientation or distance from the center of
the sphere.

recall that the symbol X (lambda) is used to represent
the linear charge density.

recall that the surface charge density on a conductor
may vary from point to point depending on the shape
of the surface of the conductor.

demonstrate that excess electric charge resides on
the surface of a conductor.



09 3 070 00

09 3 070 01

09 3 070 02

09 3 070 03

09 3 070 04

09 3 070.05

70

demonstrate graphically the variation of the
electric field with distance from a charge
distribution.

recognize the variation of the electric field
with distance from a charged conducting

sphere.

recognize the variation of the electric field withdistance from a uniformly charged, non-conductingcylinder.

recognize the variation of the electric field withdistance from two concentric, equally charged spheres.

recognize the variation of the electric field .with distance from a hollow, charged, conducting
cylinder.

recognize the variation'of the electric field withdistance from a uniformly charged, non-conductingsphere.



10 1 071 00

10 1 071 01

10 1 071 02

10 1 071 03

10 1 071 04

define electric potential difference between
two points, A and B, as the work per unit
charge that must be done to move a positive
test charge from A to B, always keeping the
charge in equilibrium.

recall that the electric potential is
determined between points A and B by the
equation,

VB - VA =
W
AB

go

71

recognize that the work term appearing in (01)
may be positive, negative or zero.

define electric potential at a point as the
potential difference between the point and
infinity, infinity taken as the zero reference.

recognize that the work WAB and consequently
the potential difference VB - VA appearing in
(01) to be path independent.



10 1 072 00 answer questions and solve problems dealing
with the electric potential due to a point
charge.

10 1 072 01 calculate the electric potential due to a
point charge.

10 1 072 02 identify the volt as a joule per coulomb.

10 1 072 03 recognize that the equipotential surfaces of
a point charge are concentric spheres.

10 1 072 04 calculate the charge which produces a given
value of electric potential at a specific
point in space.
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10 1 073 00

10 1 073 01

10 1 073 02

10 1 073 03

10 1 073 04

10 2 073 05

10 2 073 06

73

answer questions and solve problems dealing
with the electric potential due to a system
of point charges.

calculate the electric potential due to a
system of two or more point charges.

derive-the potential due to a dipole at a
distance far away from it.

calculate Ey when the potential due to a
dipole is given.

recognize that the amount of work one has to
do in bringing a test charge to a distance x
from a dipole along the perpendicular bisector
of the dipole axis is zero.

derive the electric potential due to a
quadrupole at distance r on its axis.

calculate the electric field intensity E at a
distance r from the quadrupole on its axis.



10 1 074 00

10 1 074 01

10 1 074 02

74

answer questions and solve problems dealing
with the electric potential due to a continuous
charge distribution.

calculate the electric potential due to a
continuous, line, charge distribution.

calculate the electric potential in the region
between two infinite, conducting, charged
sheets.

10 1 074 03 calculate the distance between equipotential
surfaces whose potentials differ by the given.
voltage in the region between two infinite
conducting, charged sheets.

10 1 074 04 calculate the electric potential due to a
uniformly charged ring.



10 1 075 00

10 1 075 01

10 1 075 02

10 1 075 03

75

solve problems and answer questions on the
relationship between electric potential and
electric field intensity.

recognize thac. the electric field in the
direction of k is derivable from the electric
potential by the relation

dV
E0

dk

calculate the electric field intensity at a
point along a given direction when the electric
potential is given as a function of distance.

identify graphically the relationship between
electric potential and electric field
intensity.



10 2 076 00

10 2 076 01

10 2 076 02

76

answer questions and solve problems concerning
electric potential energy.

specify that the electric potential energy of
a charge distribution represents the work to
establish a specific charge distribution.

determine the electric potential for a system
of more than two charges by computing the
electric potential energy for each additional
charge separately and adding results
algebraically.



10 2 077 00 answer questions and solve numerical problems
involving the physical significance of
electric capacitance.

7:

10 2 077 01 recognize that the capacitance of two equally
charged conductors separated by a non-
conductor is defined as the ratio of the charge
on either conductor to the electric potential
difference between them, C = Q/V.

10 2 077 02 show from the definition of capacitance that
the unit of capacitance is the farad (F),
which is a coulomb per volt.

10 2 077 03 calculate the charge on a plate of a
capacitor when its capacitance and the potential
difference across its terminals are given.



10 2 078 00

10 2 078 01

10 2 078 02

10 2 078 03

10 2 078 04

78

answer questions and solve problems involving
the capacitance of a parallel-plate capacitor
having two plates each of area A, separated
by a distance d in vacuum.

write the expression E = q /Aco for the electric
intensity between two equally charged plates
(opposite sign) in a vacuum.

recall that the electric potential difference
of a pair of eoually charged parallel
conducting plates is given by

V= Ed .

write that since C = Q/V the expression for
capacitance for two equally charged plates
becomes

C
EoA

d

calculate the capacitance of a parallel plate
capacitor when the area of the plaite and the
separation between two plates are !Oven.



10 2 079 00

10 2 079 01

10 2 079 02

10 2 079 03

79

solve problems involving capacitors with
various conductor-pair geometries and the
corresponding capacitance.

calculate capacitance of a capacitor consisting
of two concentric, conducting, hollow spheres
with radii r and R, respectively.

calculate the capacitance of the earth,
viewed as an isolated conducting sphere with
a radius of 6400 km.

calculate the capacitance of a capacitor
formed by two concentric hollow cylinders
with length 2., having radii a and b,

respectively.



11 1. 080 00 solve descriptive and numerical problems in
capacitors in series and parallel

combinations. . (Note: All interconnecting
wires are resist,tnceless.)

11 3. 080 01 define the equivalent capacitance of a .com-
bination of capacitors as that capacitance
which could replace the original combination
in any electrical. circuit without changing
circuit operation.

11 1 080 02 recognize that the potential difference across
any capacitor in a parallel combination is
the same as that across, every other capacitor
in the combination.

11. 1 080 03 calculate the equivalent capacitance of a.
number of capacitors all connected in parallel.'

11 1 080 04 recognize that the sum of the potential
differences across a group of capacitors in
series is equal to the potential difference
across the combination.

11 1 080 05 recognize that the charge stored by a series
combination of capacitors is less than that
charge that would be stored by ,y of the

elements of the combination if the same po-
tential were applied across it.

11.1 080 23 derive the equation which shows that the
equivalent capacitance of any number of
capacitors in parallel is the sum of the
individual capacitances.

11 1 080 25

11 1 080 35

derive the equation giving the equivalent
capacitance of any number of capacitors in
series as

1 1 1 1 1
. . . . + .

C C
1

C
2

C
3

C.

state that the equivalent series. capacitance
is always smaller than the smallest capacitance
in the group.
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11 1 081 00

11 1 081 01

11 1 081 02

11 1 081 03

11 1 081 04

11 1 061 05

show the steps in deriving the capacitor energy
equation

U =
1
-- CV-
2

where U is the electrical energy stored in the
electric field, C is the capacitance, and V
is the potential difference across the plates.

state that any charge configuration has an
electric potential energy U equal to the work
W required to assemble the configuration from
its components originally taken as infinitely
far apart and at rest.

state that, if a charge q is moved from one
plate to the other of an initially uncharged
capacitor, the potential difference across
the capacitor will be

V = q0/C .

state that, Lf an additional increment of
charge dq is moved from one plate to the
other of a capacitor across which a potential
difference V = q0/C already exists, the work
increment will be

dw = (qo/C) dq .

recognize that, if in a capacitor the charging
process is carried out until a charge Q has been
tramerred from one plate to the other, the
total work done is given by

Q
4 = jr (q/C) dq .

integrate the expression

to obtain

W 7j7Q (q/C) dq .
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11 1 081 06 use the relation Q CV to change

W = (1/2) (Q2/C)

to the form

W = (1/2). CV2 .

].1 1 08]. 07 recognize that the work done in charging
a capacitor (W ,-- (1/2) Q2/C = (1/2)'CV2)
is stored in the capacitor as electrical
energy.

8]. (cont.)



11 1 082 00

11 1 082 01

11 1 082 02

11 1 082 03

11 1 082 04

11 1 082 05

11 1 082 06

analyze fully any capacitative circuit;
that is determine the equivalent capacitance,
the charge in each capacitor, the potential
difference across each capacitor and the
energy stored in each capacitor.

determine the equivalent capacitance of a
circuit consisting of capacitors connected
in soxies and in parallel.

determine the total charge supplied by a
battery to a circuit of capacitor whose
equivalent capacitance has .been computed.

determine the charge stored in each of the
capacitors in a capacitative circuit knowing
the total charge supplied by the battery.

determine the potential difference across
each of the capacitor in the circuit of the
foregoing problem.

determine the energy stored in each of the
capacitors of the above circuit.

analyze the situation in which the battery
is removed from the above circuit and a new
capacitor connected in its place. In 'partic-

ular find the charge in the new capacl 'r.
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11 1 083 00

11 1 083 0].

11 1 083 02

11 1 083 03

11 1 083 04

11'1 083 05

11 1 083 06

11 1 083 07

11 1 083 23

predict the effect of adding a dielectric of
known dimensions and material to a vacuum
capacitor in both 4rE-3ptive and quantitative
-situations.

state that when dielectric is placed between
the plates of a charged capacitor it is
pulled into the gap by attractive forces.

select from a list of alternatives the cha-
racteristics of a dielectric. .

recognize that when a dielectric is inserted
into an isolated charged capacitor, the
potential difference across the capacitor
drops.

write the capacitance equation for a parallel-
plate capacitor with a dielectric of constant,
K as

KE0A
C

d

in which E = permittivity constant of free
space,

A = plate area, and
d = plate separation.

calculate the capacitance of a capacitor of
known air capacitance when the capacitor is
immersed in oil of given dielectric constant.

calculate the ratio of potential differences
across two identical capacitors given identical
charges if one of them is filled with a di-
electric of known K.

state that the.induced surface charge on a
dielectric tends to decrease the electric
'field between the plates' of a capacitor by
a factor of K.

a _cate that, when capacitors of identical
dimensions, one us:- --,acuum and the other a

material dielectric dielectric constant K,
are given i_11, :! same charge, then V = V /K where
V is the potential difference across the ca-
pacitor with dielectric and V is' the potential
difference across the vacuum capacitor.
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83 (cont.)

11 1 083 24 define the dielectric constant K of a
material as the ratio K = Cd/Co , where
Cd = capacitance with dielectric and
Co = capacitance without dielectric.



1]. 2 084 00

11 2 084 01

11 2 084 02

11 2 084 03

11 2 084 04

11 2 084 05

11 2 084 06

11 2 084 07

11 2. 084 08

11 2 084 09

11 2 034 10

discuss the nature of the electric current and
the units used to laeasurc it.

recall that electron:; are in random motien in
an isolated metallic conductor so that the net
directed motion in any direction is zero.

recall that the electrons in an isolated metal-
lic conductor placed in an electric field re-
arrange themselves to produce a field-free
region in the interior of the conductor.

state that any excess charge on a conductor,
regardless of its sign, will distribute itself
uniformly throughout the surface of the con-
ductor.

state that a continuous current will be present
in a metallic conductor if a continuous field
or potential gradient can be maintained
it.

recognize that a battery or chemical cell can
produce such a continuous field or potential
gradient in a metallic conductor when properly
connected to it.

give the direction of motion of electrons in
a metallic conductor as being opposite to the
direction of the electric field within it (or
the potential gradient).

state that the magnitude of the electric current
is equivalent to the rate of transfer of charges
past a given point in the conductor or i = dq/dt
where i = current, dq/dt = rate of transfer of
charge.

recognize that one ampere of current is the
equivalent of one coulomb of charge per second
passing a given point in a conductor.

define current density (j) as j = i/A where A
is the cross -- sectional area of the conductor in
which the current is uniformly distributed.

solve a problem in which the current density
in a wire of known diameter is to be determined
given the value'of the steady current through
it.



.11 2 085 00 define and use resistivity and res1.- in

the solution of verbal and nucl__ri: al problep::;

involving siLple electric circuits.

11 2 085 01 defiLe the resist; c (h) of a specific con-
ductor as the ratio of the potential difference
(V) applied across two points on it and the
current (i) vilich then appears in it; that is,
R = V/i.

11 2 085 02

11 2 085 03

define the resistivity (p) of. a conducting
material as the ratio of the electric intensity
(E) and the current density (j) or 0 = E/j,
provided that the material is electrically iso-
tropic.

derive, using E = V/k and.j = i/A, 'the re-
lationship R = p (k/A) where k = length of .

conductor and A = cross sectional area of con-
ductor.
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11 2 086 00

11 2 086 01

1]. 2 086 02

11 2 086 03

1]. 2 086 04

apply Ohm's ].a to the solution of problems
for which this law is suited. (That is, for
conductors whose resistance is independent of
voltage or current).

define a liimar conductor or circit a:: one

in which the resistance is independent of
voltage or current.

recognize that R = Vii consistently defines
resistance whether the conductor is linear or

. non-linear.

determine the voltage applied across a linear
circuit given data which pennits the calculation
of resistance and current.

determine the current in a linear circuit
given the voltage and resistance.
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12 1 087 00 describe the action and function of a source of emf
in a simple electric d'zcuit.

12 1 087 01 define a source of emf as a device that is capable of
maintaining a potent difference between two points
to which it is atta..4, d.

12 1 087 02 list a dry cell, a storage battery, and a generator
(dynamo) as cormon seats of emf.

12 1 087 03 state that the emf c of a seat may be defined from
E = dW/dq where dW is the work done by the seat on a
charge dq.

12 1 087 04 identify the types of energy transfers and the device
which makes ech conversions.

12 1 087 05 recall that an emf is a device in which the energy
transfer is theoretically reversible.



12 1 088 00

12 1 088 01

12 1 088 02

12 1 088 03

83

recall Joule's law: in an electric circuit containing
linear elements (R independent of i), the rate of
development of heat (H) is directly proportional to
the square of the current or

dH izR.

dt

recall that the amount of energy transformed in moving
a charge om a to b is given by dU = dq Vab in which
dq is the transferred charge and Vabis the potential
difference between a and b.

recognize that power, time-rate of energy transfer, is
described by dU

dt
iab

recall that for a resistor R = V
and therefore that the

rate of heat production may be i,ritten

dH dU
P

dt dt
= = - .2R which is Joule's law.

12 1 088 04 recogni that Joule's law applies Lally to resistors and

may be ,ten in any one of three gays:

2.p = I r

p = V2

R

P =IV .



89

12 1 089 00 solve typical problems involing Joule's law.

12 1 089 01 solve problems in which the current and rate
of heating in a resistor are given to f31-1
the resistance.

12 1 089 02 solve a problem in which are given
(a) the voltage across a wire
(b) the length, gauge and material of the wire

to find the rate of Joule heating.

12 1 089 03 solve a problem in which are given
(a) the rated power dissipation of a resistor

at a given voltage
(b) a new voltage to which the emf drops in

order to find the percentage drop in heat
output at the new voltage assuming constant
R.



12 2 090 00

12 2 090 01

12 2 090 02

12 2 090 03

12 2 090 04

12 2 090 05

12 2 090 06

12 2 090 07

calcula the current in single loop resistive
circuits, given the required circuit constants.

recall the expression relating circuit current
to emf and resistance, i.e., i = OR.

recognize that a specific point in a single
loop circui.t can have only one potential at
at any time with respect to a given reference.

state that the algebraic sum of the changes in
potential encountered in going once around a
single loop cfrcuit must be zero.

write the loop equation including the internal
resistance of the seat of emf, i.e., d-it -iR=0,
where r=internal resistance.

solve a numerical problem involving a single-
loop, single resistor circuit for which are
given c, i, and R to find r (internal
resistance).

solve a numerical problem involving a single-
loop, single resistor circuit for which are
given i, r, and R to find E.

state the sign conventionsfor voltage drops
and emf's as follows:

1. the voltage drop is positive (+iR) if
a resistor Is traversed opposite to
direction of conventional current:
negative (-iR) if traversed in some
direction.

2. the emf is positive (+e) If the seat is

traversed in the same direction as its
.emf: dative (- e) If the seat is

traversed in the opposite direction.
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12 2 091 00

12 2 091 01

12 2 091 02

12 2 091 03

12 2 091 04

12 2 091 05

12 2 091 06

12 2 091 07

12 2 091 08

12 2 091 09

91

solve problems involving resistors in series, parallel,
and series-parallel combinations when only one seat of
emf is present in the circuit.

state that the potential difference across each resistor
in a parallel .circuit is the same.

state that the value of the current in each resistor of
a series circuit is the same.

recognize that the currents in any two elements of
a parallel circuit are inversely proportional to
their resistances or 11/12 = R2 /R1.

recognize that the voltage drops across any two
elements of a series circuit are directly pro-
portional to their resistances cr V1 /V2 = 111/11?.

determine the equivalent resistance of a series

circuit,

determine the total current in the seat of emf of
a series-parallel circuit.

determine the voltage drop across each l'esistor
of a series-parallel circuit.

determine the equivalent resistance of a parallel

circuit,

determine the current in each resistor of a series-

parallel circuit.



12 2 092 00

12 2 092 01

12 2 092 02

12 2 092 03

12 2 092 04

answer questions relative to the methods of application
of Kirchhoff's rules to electric networks.

recognize that Kirchhoff's first rule implies that no
charge can ever accumulate at a branch point; i.e.,
conservation of charge.

recognize that the direct basis for Kirchhoff's second
rule is conservation of energy.

state that the sign convention to be used calls for
assigning a plus ( +) sign to a current which approaches
a reference branch point and a minus (-) sign to a
current which leaves the reference branch point.

identify the branch points and loops in a typical
electrical network containing at least two seats of
emf and at least three loops.
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12 2 093 00

12 2 093 01

12 2 093 02

apply Kirchhoff's rules to the solution of
numerical problems ranging from simple to

more complex multiloop networks.

solve problems.with numerical values
assigned to all EIS and R's with the
loop current being unknown.

solve multiloop problems with mumerical
values assigned to all E's an R's with

the loop currents being unknown.
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12 3 094 00

12 3 094 01

12 3 094 02

12 3 094 03

answer questions and solve probiens
relating to the construction and use of an
ammeter in measuring electric current.

recall that an ideal ammeter would have zero
resistance.

recognize that a shunt resistance is connected
across the coil of an ammeter to modify the
ammeter to read higher currents.

recognize that an ammeter must be connected in
series with the portion of the circuit at
which the current is to be measured.
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12 3 095 00

12 3 095 01

12 3 095 02

answer questions and solve problems
relating to the construction and use of
meters for measuring potential difference.

recall that a voltmeter will generally consist
of a galvanometer with a high resistance
connected in series with thc. coil.

recognize that the potentiometer is a
null instrument; i.e., it makes measurements
by giving .a zero reading.

CIP
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12 3 096 00

12 3 096 01

12 3 096 02

answer questions and solve problems
relating to the measurement of resistance
by means of a Wheatstone bridge.

recognize that the Wheatstone bridge can
be used to measure unknown resistances
with great precision.

recall that for a Wheatstone bridge
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13 1 097 00 answer qualitative questions referring to the

nature of a magnetic field.

13 1 097 01 state that a magnetic field is said to exist
in a given region of space if a direction of
motion of an electric charge through this
region can be found such that the moving
charge experiences a force over and above any
electrostatic or gravitational forces.

13 1 097 21

13 1 097 31

* * *

state that a magnetic field must be described
in terms of a vector quantity which gives its
intensity and direction.

recognize that a magnetic field may be mapped
graphically by means of lines of magnetic
"force" in a manner similar to that used to
map an electric field.
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13 2 098 00 answer qualitative questions relating to the
magnetic induction victor B.

13 2 098 01 define the magnitude of the magnetic vector B
through a given point in a magnetic field as

13 2 098 21

13 2 098 31

13 2 098 41

13 2 098 51

13 2 098 61

F1
B =

goy

where F1 = magnitude of force acting on charge
q moving at right angles through the field
with velocity v.

* * *

state that the basic magnetic field vector B is
variously known as the magnetic induction vector
or the magnetic intensity vector,

indicate that lines of magnetic induction give a
graphic representation of the way B varies
throughout a given region of space.

state that the tangent 10 a line of induction
gives the direction of B at that point.

recognize that lines of induction are drawn so
that the number of lines per unit cross-sectional
area is proportional to the magnitude of the
vector B.

define the direction of the magnetic vector B
through a given point in a magnetic field as the
line along which an electric charge may move
through the point without experiencing a force.
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13 1 099 00

13 1 099 01

13 1 099 02

answer definitive questions relating to
magnetic flux 033, and exhibit complete

familiarity with the various MS units for B
and 033.

define magnetic flux 0 across a surface as
the surface integral of the normal components
of B over the surface or

recognize that for the special case in which
-)-

B is uniform and at an angle 0 ta a finite area,
14-1

flux is given by = IBI IAI cos(0).
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100

13 1 100 00 solve numerical problems involving B, h, and
related quantities such as force on a moving
charge, magnitude of moving charge, and
velocity of moving charge.

13 1 100 01 recall that the direction of the force on a
moving charge in a magnetic field is
perpendicular to a plane formed by the vectors

v and B.

13 1 100 02 recall that when a charged particle moves
through a region in which both an electric
field and a magnetic field are present, the
resultant force is found by

cloB cloy x B

13 2 100 03 .recall that the force on a moving charge in
a magnetic field is found from

F = q
ov

x B .



13 3 101 .00

13 3 101 01

13 3 101 02

13 3 101 03

13 3 101 04

13 3 101 05

13 3.101 06

answer questions relative to the magnetic
field of the earth.

recognize that the horizontal component of
the earth's magnetic field is generally
directed northward in both hemispheres.

recognize that the vertical component of the
earth's magnetic field is generally directed
downward in the northern hemisphere and
upward in the southern hemisphere.

recall the horizontal and vertical variation
of the earth's magnetic field as you travel
from the magnetic equator to the magnetic
poles.

define declination as the error in degrees
from true north to.which the magnetic compass
points.

define inclination as the angle of a dipping
magnetic needle below the horizontal.

calculate the eastward, northward, and vertical

components of
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13 1 102 00

13 1 102 01

13 1 102 02

13 1 102 03

13 1 102 04

13 1 102 05

13 1 102 06

apply the fundamental equation for the force
acting on a current-carrying conductor
immersed .in a magnetic field

4 4 4
F = i2 X B .

recognize that the force on a current-carrying
wire in a magnetic field is equal to
F.= where B, is the component of B normal
to the rod.

recall that the magnitude of the force on a
current-carrying conductor in a magnetic field.
is independent of the area of the conductor.

apply the right-hand rule to find the direction
of the force on a current-carrying conductor
in a magnetic field.

recall that the force on a small element of
wire is given by

4 4. 4.

dF= id2.xB .

solve for the force on a current-carrying
conductor where the magnetic field is not
perpendicular to the conductor.

solve fol the force on a current-carrying
conductor where the magnetic field is not
constant in mag..;.tude.
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103

13 1 103 00 apply the equation for the torque on a current-
carrying loop in a magnetic field.

13 1 103 01 recall that the magnitude of the torque on a
current-carrying loop is

T = iSB sine .

* * *

13 1 103 21 recall that for more than one loop the magnitude
of the torque can be found by

T = NiSB sine .



13 1 104 00

13 1 104 01

describe the oper-
terms of force o:
in a magnetic fi,

anometer in
ring wire

recognize that a D.C. motor, a voltmeter,
and an ammeter all operate on the same
principle.

13 1 104 21 define a galvanometer as a device for measuring
electric currents.

(
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13 1 105 00

13 1 105 01

13 1 105 02

13 1 105 03

13 1 105 04

13 1 105 05

describe the operation of a D.C. motor in terms

of force on a current-carrying wire in a.

magnetic field.

demonstrate the direction that a sil-Je-loop

motor will turn.

recall that the magnitude of a magnetic dipole

moment of a current loop is

p = NiS

calculate the torque on current loops in a
uniform magnetic field by

= p x .

recall that the potential energy of a current

loop in a magnetic field is

÷ 4-
U = -p.13

recall that the average value of the torque for a

D.C. motor of N loops is

T = 2NiAB,

Tr
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13 2 106 00 answer questions and solve problems involving
the circular orbits of charged particles in
a uniform magnetic field.

13 2 106 01 recognize thn' Jr a charge particle moving
perpendicul n magnetic field,

qvB mv2
r .

13 2 106 02 recall that the frequency of revolution of.a
charged particle moving in a magnetic field is

2Trm

13 2 106 03 recall that the radius of the circular orbit
of a charged particle moving in a magnetic
field is given by

my

13 2 105 04 show.that charge part es of equal momenta
descclbe orbits of thsame size.



14 1 107 00 describe the magnetic field around a straight,
current-carrying conductor.

14 1 107 01. recognize that the magnetic field lines around
a straight current-carrying conductor are circular
in a plane perpendicular to the conductor.

14 1 107 02 recall that IF the thumb of the right hand points
!Irct Lon of the current, the ringers will

Lo the :iame sense as the magnetic field lines.
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14 1 108 00

14 1 10.8 01

14 1 108 02

14 1 108 03'

14 1 108 04

use '117 :.-7mathematical statement of Ampere's law in
the motion of qualitative and quantative problems.

rPrili :that the symbol i in Ampere's law reprdsera:s
theammm:_current enclosed by the contour of integration.

rerzatthat the value of the permeability constant,
p 17--Z4r )4 10-7 T-m .

o A
reoggai±me that Ampere's law is

P-dk = poi

c. the net current enclosed by a path if the
mameamItizm field in the region is given.
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14 1 109 00

14 1 109 01

14 1 109 02

14 3 109 03

derive the equation for B at a point which is a
distance r from the center of a long cylindrical
conductor whose radious R. radius is greater than
r.

use the current density to determine that amount
of current that passes through the circular path
of Ampere's law.

recognize that if no net current passes through
the circular path of Ampere's law, then the value
of the magnetic induction is zero.

choose the best graph of the magnitude of the
magnetic induction as a function of distance from
the axis of a cylindrical shell of known inner and
outer radii.
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110

14 1 110 00 Analyze problems involving the force between two
parallel wires as given by

}10 biaF

2Trd

14 1 110 01 recognize that the magnetic field produced by a
wire exerts no force on the wire itself.

14 1 110 02 recall that the magnetic field of one wire is

, Poi

14 1 110' 03 recall that the farce_on oneAMEtwo parallel wires
is relate& ro the Magnetic f of the other b7-

=

14 1 110 04 recognize that parallel currents attract each other,
and antiparallel currents repel each other.



14 3 111 00

14 3 111 01

14 3 111 02.

define the MKS current unit, the ampere, in terms
of the force between parallel wires carrying equal
currents.

recall that one ampere is that current whir' rr

present in each of two parallel conductors of
infinite length and one meter apart in empty
space, causes each conductor to experience a force
of exactly 2 x 10-7 N/m of length.

calculate the magnitude of the force per unit
length between parallel :conductors separated by 1 m
Which carry a current of_a_ii each.
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14 2 112 00 use the expression for the magnetic induction
an ideal solenoid to solve qudntative and qualitLvfve

problems.

112

14 2 112 01 recognize that in the formula for the magnetic induc-
tion inside an ideal solenoid, n is the number of turns

for unit length.

(B = npoi)

14 2 112 02 recall that the magnetic induction within a toroid is

B = Npoi/2rr.

14 2 112 03 select the best graphical representation of the magnetic
induction on the plane of a toroid as a function of

'_distance from the center.



14 2 113 00

14 2 113 01

14 2 113 02

14 2.113 03

interpiet and apply the Biot-Savart law for the
magnitude of the magnetic induction.

recall that the Biot-Savart law states that

dB = -9--
4r

4. 4
dlxr

r
3

use the Biot-Savart law to find an expression
for the magnetic induction at the center of a
circular current loop.

use the Biot-Savart law to calculate the
magnitude of the magnetic induction at a point
due to a segment of wire.
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14 2 114 00

14 2 114 01

14 2 114 02

14 2 114 03

14 2 114 04

14 2 114 05

14 2 114 06

14 2 114 0

14'2 114 08

14 2 114 0.9

answer questions and solve problems relating
directly to Faraday's law of induction.

use the unit of magnetic flux, the weber, and
the unit of time as the second to find the unit
of induced emf to be the volt.

recall that Faraday's law of induction is

E = -N
dt

d43

recognize that OB/dt can occur if either B
changes in magnitude or direction, or if the
area of flux changes.

recognize that the density of the lines of
induction increases as one approaches the
poles of a magnet.

recall that the density of the lines of induc-
tion increases with the strength of the magnet.

recall that a steady state current will not
produce a changing flux consequently the induced
current will be zero.

calculate the electric field at a point inside
the region where the magnetic field varies with
time.

calculate the electric field at a point located
at a distance r from the center of the cylindrical
region with radius R (r>R) in which a magnetic
_field is varying with time.

. calculate the magnitude of the instantaneous
acceleration experienced by an electron placed
in a time-varying magnetic field.



115

14 2 115 00 apply Leu.'s law to determine the direction of an
induced emf iu various induction situations.

14 2 115 01 recall that an induced Pmf is always such that it
opposes the change of the current producing it.

14 2 115 02 recall that the induced current will flow in such
a direction as to oppose the change that produced
it.



14 2 116 00

14 2'116 01

14 2 116 02

14 2 116 03

solve probler:, using theeXPre-e for the magnitude
of the induced current in a loop moving in a magnetic
field.

recall that the induced emf in a loop moving through a
magnetic field B at a velocity v is

=

recognize that the current in a loop moving through a
magnetic field B at a velocity v is

i = - B2,v /R

show that the power to move a loop through a magnetid
field B at a velocity v is

P = B22,2v2/R
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15 1 117 00

15 1 117 01

15 1 117 02

15 1 117 03

15 1 117 04

15 1 117 05

15 1 117 06

15 1 117 07

derivc the defining equation for inductance L, and
establish the meaning of the 11tyx as a unil of
inductanc.

establish the relationship between inductance L
and flux linkage N,IT, wiL0 i as the current which
causes the flux,

define inductance L in terms of the emf c produced
by a time-varying current i.

calculate numerically the flux linked by the coil
when its inductance and current are given,

define the unit of inductance in tbc MKS sysLems
as the henry and show that it is the amount of
inductance which will, give rise to a self-induccd
emf of one volt when the rate of change of current
is one amp/sec.

calculate the inductance of the coil when the applied
emf and the rate of change of current through it is
given.

calculate the self induced emf of a closely wound
coil when its number of turns and self-inductance
and the rate of change of c.irrent through it is
given.

calculate the emf induced in the coil when the rate
of the change of current in the coil and the in-
ductance are given.



15 1 118 00 calcul ate the inductance of a long solenoid having n
turns per unit length, length r and cross section
A.

15 1 118 01

15 1 1.18 02

recall that the magnetic field in an ideal solenoid
is poin, where n is the n6mher of turns per unit
length and recogni4e that the magnetic flux in the
solenoid of cross section A is poinA.

from the magnetic flux (bil in the solenoid calculated,
obtain the expression for the inductance of an ideal
solenoid with n turns per unit length, lengthZand
cross sectional area A.

11.8



15 1 119 00 derive the expression for the power d2l:i.vcrcd
when an cmf is applied to a device with a self
induction L and a resistance R.

15 1 119 01 recall that the electrical power delivered by
an emf in a resistor with current i is ci.

15 1 119 02

15 1 119 03

from the expression for electrical power ci,
obtain the expression for the power applied to
cause a current rise Ci/dt.

calculate the power delivered when an emf is
applied to a device with an inductance L and
a resistance R.
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15 1 1:U 00 answe.

the r7-,

carry'_

15 1 120 01 recnn'.
magnet.=

so that
supply
is into.: - ful

15 1 120 02

15 1 120 03

15 1 120 04

15 1 120'05

recogni
(1/2) Li,

current

calculat
magnetic
of an indtic

calculate;
the magnet:

show that t
stored it

solenoid

and solve problems relating to
_ncrgy stored in an inductance L
'ply current i.

energy must he stored in the
Jf a current carrying inductance
I can induce an emf which can

closed circuit: when the current

di3 amount of energy, lost: is

inductor with inductance L and
owed to discharge.

':otint of energy stored in the
when an inductance and a current
are given.

nergy per unit volume stored in
aid in a closely wound solenoid.

aagnetic energy per unit volume
Jragnetic field in a closely wound

al to B2

2p0

]20



15 2 12

15 2 121

1..yze the g. 7i:::11::11 RC --Arcuit ehargir,

Lativell y.

uize that t of wcirk done
argc dq is

edq = dt + d (q2/2C)

t-.on

15 2 3' (r. c, 'ciliate the value f,f the resistance R a

capacitor which is ;citially charged to
ft-r-Lher charged to V and the current in
-,rcuit is given.

15 2 3.21. 03 Llculate the change in the energy stor.1 in the
capacitor when it is charged from Vo to V.

15 2 12_ )I Alculate the rate of change of the potential
.i_fference across the capacitor when it is being

..furged from Vo to.V and the instantaneous current
is given.

15 2 1, q-tablish that the charge on the capacitor in a
'merging RC circuit is given by q = CE (1 - e-t/RC)
d that the charge w$ 1. approach the equilibrium

,117ther t > a, or R .4- 0.

15 2 I...1210.6 differentiate q = Cc (1 - e-t/RCN) to find the instan-
tanecus current at time t and obtain

Cja= C

1 dt e

15 2 121 07-: conclude from i = (E/R)e-t/RC that the initial current
in a charging RC circuit is e/R.

15 2 121 08 state that the product RC for a given circuit is known
as the capacitative time constant.

15 2 121. 09 silow that when the charging time is made equal to one
tdve constant (t = the. capacitotmill assume a
7cirrge equal to 63% afi..its equilibriums_ value.

15 2 121' :10 date the total,wmak-done when amlvneharged capaci-
TVT7IS charged by a :camatent emf thramIgh a resistor to
a 700tmntial difference. V.

?2]



15 2 122 :10

f

u

r of chal--H.-1.g CIVZ-veF

k are carc, sT,

axes hut or 1.7hich onl

t and

correct
- given.

15 2 122 01

f.--
tire c,o:_77ant of the IT

:opriate
circuit

15 2 122 02
the

capaeice of the RC from

15 2 122 03 -C! source. from the

I



15 2 123 00

15 2 123 01

15 2 123 02

15 2 123 03

15 2 123 04

15 2 123 05

analyze the general RC circuit discharge
qualitatively and quantitatively.

show that the equation for a discharging
is iR + q/C = 0 by using the loop theorem.

recognize that the charge on the fully
capacitor varies as q = go e-tilIC when it
alluwed to discharge and the capacitor clic:
will be reduced to 37% of its initial char, aft,

one time constant.

show that the "instantaneous discharge curr,
at any time t after discharge has begun is

by i =_ R e-t/RC.

calculate the magnitude of the current just
the charged capacitor starts to discharge wIrar
values of resistance R, capacitance C and em,-
are given.

calculate the magnitude of the discharging -nn77-e2,
after one time constant.



1.5 3 124 00 An,--.:7-7= the co-ft equaLTon
quullTatively

15 3 124 Cl Wrile the RI circuit for r- 'urrent or,E-7;

(( 1,-/R)(1e-Rt/L), -bc1 sr ict. l :i; : the quoticlfl
for a given circC,: is aZ. the indaet:iveti cons`- not o57

15 3 124 02 show that the quetion .1/11 dirension oI
dr:Q.

15 3 124 03 diczAxiilatein an RL e:Lreuit the induced en,-
dt

across the inductor and-thi inductance L are gi-vc.

15 3 124 04 calculate the magnitude anC direction of the vol
across the inductor in an III, circuit at the inst,all
the switch is closed.

15 3 124 05 recognize that in an RL cirtnEr the current can
approach the equilibrium value only if t 4-

15 3 124. 06 determine the current in an RI circuit after two:-

time constants when values of R, L and e are given.

15 3 124 07 determine the induced emf across the inductance
after two time constants whey values of R, L and
are given.

15 3 124 08

15 3 124 09

determine the r.t.ke at which HITF. energy appears ..Lq

Joule meat on ar,f- resistor at two time constants-in
an EL circuit given R, L and e.

determine the equilibrium =Trent in an RL circuit
when a battery is suddenly Introduced.

15 3 124 10 calculate the magnetic ene_L= stored in the mespetic
field when the equilibridm current exists in tie coil
in the El circuit.

15,3 124 Il finO the time it inguar: to meth 90%. of equilibmium
current in the RE rin,rint after the switch is Cas sed.

.15 3 124 12 imrci the time it italces- to remidh'90% of equilibrium
energy stored in the inductmT after the switch Is
-closed,



:'s

15 3 1_25
-

rcr: and vol I _

,c.urve_s for t. Cit cui t for v1, i.(77
7"'L. tivert cn botil

1S 3 125 VI Ole t 01-1;1"..::111:

iL e..!_relLii I.: from tei bot al curves

15 _L.25 0_ ...,.:2Lermine Cho vai this RI HI
.17.-7-..ng the curvel.-..

15 125 01 c-.11 C1.11. %1. Ci1C C1.1.:c- t '1 the 1L V71.1

rS s t n :3 are



15 3 12.6 (J0 an.-.1)2. the .-AJLA:L dOC equ:nien
k(ItrAlit-atively r.1

13 3 L2t-, 01

15 3 12'3

15 3 ln 03

f

Ftr.te that de-

uf current: in ,.H. vz:L.T.uitt

)

show th7t if ele ti ci7nstant inteIv:11
between oileni= Che :37:7.1t_c:1 and current read1:,,
the cul-r,-2nt. win 1ri eL.cayed to 3i2
iniLtial CUfr(T7.

detrmine the resisnee in an 71-

talc tiie constLoat f67 tie cLecay cf currel
caned due to a chie In the resistancc in the
circuit.


